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QUESTION 1

Which two statements are true for the system.webview component? 

A. Parameters passed from the skill to the web application cannot be accessed through JavaScript. 

B. Property names in the web application response payload must match with the variable names in the dialog flow. 

C. When registering web applications in a skill, bot designers can see the data structure returned by the app 

D. Parameters passed from the skill to the web application are accessible through JavaScript. 

E. The webview.onDone parameter is automatically added to the payload and passes the skill\\'s callback URL property
to the web application. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

Consider this code snippet: 

Which two statements about this code are true? 

A. The system.webview component acts a gateway to a web app by naming the Webview service, 

B. e., DisputeFormService, in the code snippet. 

C. If the web app returns any values, the System.webview component will store them in the outputfromweb variable. 

D. This code snippet supports only one variable as a return value from the web application. When there are multiple
return values, they need to be comma-separated. For example: variable: "outputfromwebl, outputfromweb2 M 

E. The web app returns two values and will store them in the fullname and amount variables, respectively. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3
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Which two statements are true regarding local web application invocation using the system.webview component? 

A. Local webviews require a Node.js environment and must have a package, json file in their root folder. 

B. An SPA application can issue an Ajax post command to the callback URL that has been passed with the web
application launch 

C. system.webview components can only be used with web channels. 

D. Local webviews require SPA applications to have an index.html file in their root folder. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 4

A user is in the middle of a conversation flow with a digital assistant but then triggers the Exit system intent by saying
"get me out of here". Which statement is true? 

A. Depending on digital assistant routing parameters, the user will be prompted to confirm exiting from the current
conversation. 

B. The conversation can only be exited if the current context score is lower than the Exit Skill Confirmation digital
assistant routing parameter. 

C. The conversation can only be exited if the current context score is greater than the Exit Skill Confirmation digital
assistant routing parameter. 

D. Because the user didn\\'t explicitly specify the invocation name of the skill when exiting, the user will always be
prompted to confirm exiting the current conversation. 

E. The conversation will resume at a state in the skill defined by a digital assistant parameter. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Consider the following dialog flow code in a skill: Which statement is true? 
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A. The skill displays the message "Please wait, we\\'re reviewing your order", then displays "Almostdone...", then
displays "Thank you for your order.", and then completes the conversation. 

B. The skill displays the message "Please wait, we\\'re reviewing your order" and then waits for user input. 

C. The skill displays the message "Please wait, we\\'re reviewing your order", then displays "Almost done...", and then
waits for user input. 

D. The skill displays the message "Please wait, we\\'re reviewing your order", then displays "Almost done...", then
displays "Thank you for your order.", and then waits for user input. 

Correct Answer: A 
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